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- PUTDose of Thesis .. . -

This "guide" has been developed based upon the author's experiences and 

observations of the last two elections for Indiana's Second Congressional District. The 

"guide" includes all of the development, organization, and planning needed for a 

successful campaign by a Democratic candidate and any necessary discussion thereof. 

The particular campaign being constructed should serve as a model to the 1998 

Democratic candidate and be limited to only that election due to the tendency of 

important issues to change. However, it should be noted, that some of the demographical 

analysis could probably be used for elections beyond 1998. 



-

The Beginning 

The differences between winning and losing an election can be slim. Political 

campaigns are dependent upon numerous factors and the most effective use of these 

factors produces victory. Indiana's 2nd Congressional District and its races are not any 

different. After close observation of the 1994 and 1996 election cycles in the District, the 

1998 contest should offer a race with situations that are not dissimilar to those of past 

elections. 

It should be noted this campaign plan is being made almost 18 months before the 

actual election. In order to devise a feasible strategy a series of assumptions must be 

made. One assumption is current Congressman David McIntosh will not run for the U.S. 

Senate but will run for re-election in the District. Despite recent speculation, McIntosh 

has given every impression that he will not seek the Republican nomination for the 1998 

Senate race. Another assumption is that no major scandals will rock either major political 

party. The implications of these incidents are hard to predict and, therefore, impossible to 

build a campaign that contends with such a situation. The last assumption is the District 

will remain competitive amongst the two major political parties. Based upon figures 

from past low name recognition races where voters usually vote strictly amongst party 

lines (i.e., Superintendent of Public Instruction and State Auditor) and a survey 

conducted by Cooper & Secrest Associates, it can be concluded that the District is highly 

competitive. With all of these assumptions in place, a winning campaign for a 

Democratic candidate in 1998 can be constructed. 
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The Candidate 

The first and most important component of a winning campaign is a viable 

candidate. In other words, a candidate that is electable and has a political base in the 

District. Obviously, potential candidates with relatively large political bases are usually 

more electable and viable than other candidates. An observation of the 2nd District 

shows that a prospective candidate with a base in Delaware, Henry, or Madison counties 

would have a relatively higher initial name identification within the district than 

candidates from outside these counties. Nearly 55% of the electorate live in this 

northwest corner of the 2nd District.! Clearly, a candidate from outside this area has a 

much more difficult task in having initial name identification comparable to those from 

within the tri-county region. 

The prospective candidate should also have some past political success and public 

service experience. In essence, the candidate should have a proven ability to win 

elections and to gain support for their past public actions. It would also be preferred that 

he or she lived in the district for a relatively substantial amount of time. If a candidate 

meets these criteria, then he or she will have a definitive political base from which to 

work. These criteria also establish a record from which the candidate can run. While it is 

preferable that the prospective challenger has a relatively large political base established, 

other factors are also very important to electability. 

I Cooper & Secrest Associates, A Survey ofYoter Attitudes in Indiana's Second Congressional District 
April 1996: 2. . 
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Viable candidates should have a sound public record, a good reputation, and a 

background enriched with community service and experience. Positive relationships with 

the media, civic leaders, and party hierarchy are also key characteristics for a good 

candidate. People in these positions have influence over numerous groups in the 

electorate and, thereby, can potentially change the outcome of an election. An ideal 

candidate will also need to have unlimited access to a number of interest groups, financial 

supporters, and paid media outlets. These factors are very important in winning the 

general election, and just as important in winning the primary election to become the 

nominee. 

Research: The Opponent. The Candidate. and the District 

The next step in putting together a campaign to defeat David McIntosh is 

campaign research. Research should be conducted early in the campaign. The purpose of 

such research is to find issues and themes to define the campaign. Voting records, past 

campaign contributors, and recent trends (crime rate, unemployment rate, population loss, 

etc.) will dictate the direction of the campaign. The information derived from this 

research will give the electorate a reason to vote against the opponent. The Cooper & 

Secrest survey includes key issues that David McIntosh supports and garners high 

negatives from constituents. 

Research should not only be conducted for the opponent, however. The campaign 

should also extensively research the record and contributors of its candidate. The reason 

is twofold. First, the campaign should be prepared for anything in the past that the 
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opponent may make into an issue. Being able to respond to an attack quickly will help to 

reduce any harmful effects it may have. Second, the electorate needs a reason to vote for 

the challenger. Publicizing the candidate's past leadership in combination with his or her 

new ideas will give the electorate a mandate for the candidate. 

Research should also identify areas in the elective district that will either back 

your candidate or have the potential to back your candidate. Speaking in terms of 

Democratic support in the 2nd Congressional District, these areas are Delaware, Henry, 

Jay, and Madison counties. Delaware and Madison counties have, on average, supported 

Democratic candidates more than other counties in the District over the past ten years.2 

Particularly Madison county which has a Democrat support average of over 51 %.3 

Delaware, Henry, and Jay counties are just under 50% Democratic.4 These four counties, 

which are about 58% of the 2nd District electorate,5 have the highest support for 

Democratic candidates of any areas in the region. Clearly, the district as a whole is more 

Republican than Democratic leaning. While a 54% Republican to 46% Democrat edge 

could be discouraging,6 it should be noted that the district is still fairly competitive and 

has a high number of "Independent" voters. 

2 Based upon support of Democratic candidates running for Auditor of State in 1986, 1990, 1994; and of 
Democratic candidates running for Superintendent of Public Instruction in 1988 and 1992. All information 
obtained from Election Report: State of Indiana filed by the Secretary of State for the years the 1986, 
1988, 1990, 1992, and 1994. 
3 Secretary of State, Election Report: State of Indiana 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, and 1994. 
4 Secretary of State, Election Report: State of Indiana 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, and 1994. 
5 Computed by taking total number of registered voters within each county and dividing that figure by the 
district total. Registered voter figures obtained from Secretary of State Election Report· State of Indiana 
1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, and 1994. 
6 Computed by averaging the "low name identification race" candidates of the Democratic party and their 
percent share of the vote in the district for every election in 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, and 1994. 
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The direction of these Democratic counties, as in much of the district, is dictated 

by those voters who identify themselves as "Independents," however. A baseline survey 

conducted by Cooper & Secrest indicates that voter political identifications in the district 

are as follows: 33% Democrat, 37% Republican, and 30% Independent.7 Clearly, a 

Democratic candidate needs to win the Independent vote by a three-to-two margin. Such 

a ratio will swing the vote 51 % Democrat and 49% Republican. 

More importantly, Delaware and Henry counties have 37% of its voters 

identifying themselves as Democrats and 32% identifying themselves as Independent.s A 

three-to-two margin will give a Democratic candidate 56% of the vote in these counties. 

In Madison county, only 24% identify themselves as Independent while 35% identify 

themselves as Democrats.9 This would split the county 50-50 between Democratic and 

Republican voters. In the "Rural North" area (Jay, Randolph, Rush, and Wayne 

counties), voters identify themselves as 30% Democratic, 31% Republican, and 37% 

Independent. lo Again, a three-to-two margin amongst Independents will result in over 

52% of these voters supporting our Democratic candidate. Obviously, we would have to 

concede the rest of the district but would do so by a 10% margin, not bad for a region that 

has 47% of the voters identifying themselves as Republicans while only 26% claim to be 

Democrats. I I 

7 Cooper & Secrest 9. 
8 Cooper & Secrest 9. 
9 Cooper & Secrest 9. 
10 Cooper & Secrest 9. 
II Cooper & Secrest 9. 
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The District is very competitive and "winnable" in terms of base and margin 

Democratic support. A careful analysis of voter preference and voter turnout must be 

conducted, however, to properly allocate campaign resources. Turnout averages and 

Democrat support averages for counties and the district are as follows: 

Voter Performance by County and Yearl2 

County 1986% 1988 % 1990 % 1992 % 1994 "10 Avg% Midterm % Avg% 
Turnout Turnout Turnout Turnout Turnout Turnout Turnout Democratic 

Bartholomew 63.5 75.1 61.6 77.1 59.1 67.3 61.4 38.22 
Decatur 66.8 79.4 68.2 76.1 62.2 70.5 65.7 41.62 
Delaware 60.8 75.5 59.4 71.0 57.7 64.9 59.3 49.28 
Henry 65.0 77.5 56.6 73.9 57.3 66.1 59.6 45.92 
Jay 70.8 81.8 74.5 87.1 61.9 75.5 69.1 47.44 
Johnson 57.7 75.6 54.7 74.3 54.6 63.4 55.7 32.40 
Madison 65.1 78.9 61.9 72.9 58.1 67.4 61.7 51.44 
Randolph 68.6 79.3 68.7 78.7 61.0 71.3 66.1 42.23 
Rush 66.0 75.9 64.6 72.2 59.8 67.7 63.5 37.62 
Shelby 61.3 81.1 62.5 75.3 61.5 68.3 61.8 40.12 
Wayne 59.5 77.2 62.8 73.3 57.0 66.0 59.8 40.98 
District 63.4 77.6 62.2 74.1 58.7 67.2 61.4 45.74 

The figures show that the district is decided by swing voters. The data indicates 

that Republicans have won the "middle vote" by a three-to-two margin over this time 

period. However, a Democratic campaign can be successful by reversing this ratio. This 

phenomenon has a much higher chance to occur if the campaign focuses its efforts on 

winning in those counties with the highest proportion of voters and Democratic support. 

12 Based upon Secretary of State Election Report: State of Indiana for the 1986, 1988, 1990, 1992, and 
1994 general election. "Average Democratic Percentage" figures based upon Democratic "low name 
identification" performances in Auditor of State elections in 1986, 1990, and 1994; and, Superintendent of 
Public Instruction elections in 1988 and 1992. 
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The Campaign: Direction by Anticipated Behavior 

After conducting this research, campaigns should set goals for vote totals and 

percentages based upon past elections and voter turnout analysis. An observation of voter 

turnout trends for even year elections from 1986 to 1994 shows that participation is lower 

in "mid-term" elections than in presidential election years. Voter turnout has also 

declined over this ten year period. Given the recent trends in voter participation, an 

expected turnout of about 59% (200,000) of the district's registered voters in 1998 is 

fairly credible. 

Based upon this expected turnout and past Democratic performance in each 

county, the campaign goals are as follows: 

Campaign Goals and Expectations 

County 1996 1998 1998 Goal # Goal % of Total Vote 
Registered Projected Projected % Democratic Democratic Goal for District 

VoterslJ Voters Turnout Votes 0/0 

Bartholomew 33,300 19,550 58.71 8,970 45.88 8.8 
Decatur 15,000 9,150 61.00 4,300 46.99 4.2 
Delaware 75,200 43,990 58.50 24,000 54.56 23.6 
Henry 26,300 15,260 58.02 7,950 52.10 7.8 
Jay 10,600 6,550 61.79 3,400 51.91 3.3 
Johnson 2,200 1,190 54.09 530 44.54 0.5 
Madison 84,800 50,300 59.32 27,000 53.68 26.5 
Randolph 16,700 10,000 59.88 4,800 48.00 4.7 
Rush 10,500 6,250 59.52 2,875 46.00 2.8 
Shelby 23,600 13,950 59.11 6,625 47.49 6.5 
Wayne 41,800 23,810 56.96 11,350 47.67 11.1 
District 340,000 200,000 58.82 101,800 50.90 99.8 

This data perhaps is the most important in building a winning campaign. All goals and 

projections must be realistic. That is, these figures must be feasible based upon what is 

indicated from past voter behavior. These goals are also important in dictating the 

-
13 Data as reported by County Clerks in each 2nd District county. Figures rounded to nearest hundred. 
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distribution and allocation of campaign resources. Clearly, Madison and Delaware 

counties will be the focus of the campaign and will command more resources than any 

other counties or regions of the district. All decisions will be based upon each county's 

percentage of the total vote goal. 

For example, the campaign will put 26.5% of its energy in Madison county. The 

candidate will spend 26.5% of his time in that county. The campaign will place about 

26.5% of all its yard signs in Madison county. Of all the events scheduled by the 

campaign, 26.5% will be scheduled in Madison county. In essence, 26.5% of all 

campaign resources will be used in an effort to win Madison county. 

The reason for this exact allocation of campaign resources is due to the large 

number of voters in this county. Clearly, the campaign should not spend a larger share of 

its resources in a small county (Jay, Randolph, or Rush county) than in a large county 

(Delaware, Madison, or Wayne county). If a larger proportion is focused on a relatively 

small amount of the electorate, then the campaign's resources for larger proportions of 

the electorate will not be as great. The campaign's ability to effectively communicate its 

message in all areas of the district will be greatly reduced by any misappropriation of 

these resources. For these reasons, this allocation formula should be adhered to strictly. 

The number of votes that can be gained by spending a higher percentage of resources in a 

particular county will not be substantially higher than the campaign goal for that 

particular county. 

Planning does not stop at the county level, however. Each county has several, 

sometimes even hundreds, of polling districts known as precincts. These precincts are at 
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the base of building political power and authority in county and state party hierarchies. 

Precincts are also vital to winning elections at any level. 

Campaigns need to work to identify those precincts which historically vote 

heavily Democratic, vote heavily Republican, or vote very competitively between the two 

parties. A Democratic campaign should have two clear objectives in handling precincts. 

First, the campaign needs to have voter turnout be higher in heavy Democratic precincts 

than in the rest of the district. The other obvious task is to win the competitive precincts. 

Ideally, when a candidate is campaigning in a particular county, he will spend the 

majority of his time in either the Democratic precincts or the very competitive precincts. 

With these goals in mind, the campaign needs to use all of its resources in an efficient and 

effective manner to get out its message. 

The Campaizn St«lfand Their Proper Roles 

All political campaigns have the same four resources: time, people, money, and 

talent. The proper management of each of these resources will make the difference 

between winning or losing a campaign. Campaigns must use all of their resources to get 

the candidate known, get the issues known, communicate its message or theme, turnout 

the vote, and, above all else, win. At this stage of the game, it is important to build and 

staff the campaign organization to get the candidate elected. 

Every campaign must have a campaign manager. The worst person a candidate 

could ever hire to run his campaign is himself. Candidates cannot afford to become 

involved in all the "day-to-day" activities of the campaign. A candidate cannot be out 
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meeting people, raising money, and discussing the issues ifhe is running his own 

campaign. 

The campaign manager should be experienced in politics and campaigning. He 

must have the full faith and trust of the candidate to run the race. The campaign manager 

should be behind the scenes orchestrating the campaign's efforts while the candidate is 

out front winning votes. Our campaign manager will empower most other staff members 

and key volunteers to make their own decisions concerning the specific implementation 

of campaign plans. The campaign manager is responsible for devising all campaign 

strategies and using the campaign's resources to implement this plan. Ideally, the 

campaign manager will start working immediately following the primary election so this 

plan can be strategically enacted over a period of time. 

Many times a political campaign will have a campaign chairperson in addition to 

the campaign manager. The chair is almost always a very highly regarded friend of the 

candidate and, therefore, works on a voluntary basis. The chair is also usually a 

community leader. The chair is an enormous asset to the campaign because of his or her 

ties to many groups and many other community leaders. These connections will be 

beneficial in recruiting volunteers, raising funds, and lending credibility to the campaign. 

The chair often plays an advisory role to the campaign manager in key decisions. 

Congressional campaigns are required by law to have a treasurer. The role of the 

treasurer is to ensure that all campaign contributions and expenditures are in accord with 

state and federal campaign finance laws. The campaign treasurer is also responsible for 

filing all necessary documents with the State Election Board and the Federal Election 
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Commission. Similar to the campaign chair, the treasurer is usually a long-time friend or 

colleague of the candidate that volunteers his or her efforts. 

Larger campaigns are usually much more organized and staffed than local races. 

The needs of larger campaigns require one or more staff members to concern themselves 

with fundraising. A finance director will be employed on this campaign to coordinate all 

fundraising efforts. The finance director's role is very important. 

In recent campaigns, a candidate will spend at least half of his or her time raising 

money. The finance director is charged with soliciting contributions from individuals, 

political action committees, and party committees. The finance director will also have to 

work with the campaign chair to identify supporters who will host these events. Our 

campaign will have to concentrate much more of its energies on raising funds than the 

Marc Carmichael for Congress campaign did in 1996. Our campaign will have to raise 

approximately $500,000 to effectively get out or message and win. For these reasons, a 

finance director should be hired as soon as possible. Ideally, the finance director will be 

hired almost immediately after the May primary. 

An effective campaign will need staff members who are concerned with all public 

relations and communications endeavors. A communications director will be needed to 

conduct this part of the campaign. The communications director should be experienced 

in creating press releases, staging press conferences, and gaining public exposure. The 

role of this staff member is to effectively use all available forms of media to get out the 

campaign's message to targeted voters. Oversight ofletters-to-the-editor campaigns, 

public campaign events, and media relations are the responsibilities of the 
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communications director. The communications director will work to create a theme for 

the campaign and work with contracted media consultants to create radio and television 

commercials that embody this theme. The communications director is not charged with 

the duty of creating campaign commercials but instead works with the campaign manager 

in overseeing this process. Similar to the finance director and campaign manager, the 

sooner that the communications director is hired the more beneficial it will be to the 

campaign. While the benefits of having a developed and effective communications 

campaign early in the race are great, the communications director can be brought on 

somewhat later in the campaign to save money. 

The communications director is also charged with increasing the visibility of the 

campaign and the candidate. Increased visibility will help to legitimize the candidate and 

his campaign. A visibility chair, usually an experienced volunteer, will work under the 

direction of the communication director to place yard signs, bumper stickers, campaign 

buttons, and candidate brochures throughout the district. The visibility chair's efforts 

will help to build name recognition of the candidate with voters. The visibility chair will 

work with the volunteer coordinator and campaign volunteers to increase the campaign's 

visibility through these various media. 

Due to the size ofthe district and the scope of the campaign, an effective 

headquarters is needed to run a winning a race. A full-time office manager is needed to 

fulfill this objective. Although the role of the office manager is vital to an efficient 

campaign, he or she can be hired much later in the campaign than other staff members. 

Campaigns start at a low intensity and usually end in a flurry of action. Therefore, the 
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campaign may be able to save on some resources by waiting until early or mid August to 

hire a full-time office manager. Other staff members can perform the tasks of the office 

manager early in the campaign while still doing their specific jobs. 

The office manager is accountable for all work done in the campaign 

headquarters. Supervising mailings, photocopying brochures, conducting phone banks, 

typing letters, purchasing office supplies, and tracking volunteers are all part of the job 

description for the office manager. The most important job the office manager can take 

on is also serving as the volunteer coordinator. In this role, the office manager must give 

volunteers constructive assignments to complete and utilize them according to their 

ability. If a volunteer feels undervalued or underworked, he will eventually leave the 

campaign feeling that his talents are not needed. The loss of volunteers will greatly harm 

the morale and efficiency of the campaign. 

The most important part of keeping this campaign local while running it out of 

some central point in the district is the use offield representatives. The geography of the 

district makes it very difficult to involve someone from every county without having staff 

members be responsible for those particular counties. The use of five field 

representatives (each representative will be accountable for 15%-25% of the electorate) to 

coordinate local efforts and implement key campaign strategies is vital to the success the 

race. 

The representative will act as a "mini-campaign manager" within his area. Field 

representatives will work with all staff members to coordinate every facet of the 

campaign within their area. The representative will act as a volunteer coordinator, 
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campaign chair, event coordinator, visibility chair, and communications director within 

their respective subregions. Due to the wide range of responsibilities and the importance 

of their duties, field representatives should be hired around mid July or early August. 

They should not be brought on so early in the campaign that they cannot utilize 

volunteers and local party activists. However, they should also not begin work so late 

that the campaign loses interested financial supporters and volunteers to other candidates. 

The field representative localizes the campaign efforts and empowers local supporters to 

help him or her in this endeavor. 

The field representatives will conduct their work out of county Democratic party 

headquarters within their region. By being in the midst of other Democratic candidates, 

the field representative can coordinate many of his efforts with those of the other 

candidates. The opport~ity to "share" volunteers in conducting precinct walks and voter 

registration drives will benefit all parties involved. 

Field representatives should be at least familiar, if not from, the area which they 

are coordinating the campaign's efforts. The connections to local civic leaders and 

community organizations will be a tremendous asset to achieving the goals of the 

campaign. Ideally, field representatives will be in their teens or twenties with some 

volunteer experience in campaigns. Field representatives need to have a deep desire and 

hunger to produce at this level in hopes of it paying off down the line. Many young men 

and women use these positions to earn college credit or prepare themselves to be awarded 

prestigious internships due to their efforts . 
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The chain of command within the organization of a campaign is often similar to 

that of a large company. Within the campaign there are certain departments that handle 

specific types of tasks and a central manager to oversee and facilitate the efforts of the 

departments. The chain of command of this particular campaign is as follows: 

2nd District Democratic Congressional Campaign Organizational Chart 

Campaign Chair --------4Campaign Manageyr---------4Candidate 

Community Leaders 

Office Mgr. Campaign Treas. Communications Dir. 

\ 
Volunteer Scheduler 
Coordinator 

Events 
Coord. 

Media Visibility 
Consultant Chair 

Campaign 
Volunteers 

Event 
Chairs 

Visibility 
Workers 

Field Representatives (5) 

Precinct Workers Local Volunteers 

Everyone has a specific task and specific set of responsibilities in the campaign. All 

campaign workers, from volunteers to coordinators to directors, are accountable to 

another staff member. The campaign manager, campaign chair, and candidate act as a 

committee that builds an early campaign strategy. Once the plan is in place, the 
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campaign manager acts unilaterally to facilitate all necessary work to implement the plan 

and, essentially, win the election. 

The size and specialization of staff members will depend greatly upon the 

campaign's budget. The time at which staff members are hired will also depend upon the 

money flow of the campaign. The expected staffing cost of this particular campaign is 

the following: 

Costs of 1998 2nd District Congressional Staff by Member* 

Position Length of Service Job Site Weekly Earnings Total Salary 
Campaign Manager 5/15/98 to 11/15/98 Headquarters $425 x 26 weeks $11,050 
Finance Director 5/15/98 to 11/15/98 Headquarters $400 x 26 weeks 10,400 
Communications Dir. 6/15/98 to 11/15/98 Headquarters $325 x 22 weeks 7,150 
Office Manager 8/01198 to 11106/98 Headquarters $300 x 15 weeks 4,500 
Field Representatives 7/15/98 to 11106/98 Delaware County $200 x 17 weeks 3,400 

7/15/98 to 11/06/98 Madison County $200 x 17 weeks 3,400 
7/15/98 to 11106/98 Jay, Randolph, and Wayne $200 x 17 weeks 3,400 

Counties 
7/15/98 to 11106/98 Decatur, Henry, and Rush $200 x 17 weeks 3,400 

Counties 
7/15/98 to 11106/98 Bartholomew, Johnson, $200 x 17 weeks 3,400 

and Decatur Counties 

TOTAL COSTS $50,100 

Clearly, the staffing needs have to accommodate the expected total campaign budget. 

Payroll resources can be redirected by hiring fewer staff persons, decreasing the length of 

employment, reducing some positions to only part-time, or finding volunteers to serve 

certain roles. However, financial contributions, name recognition, and the number of 

volunteers increase with the credibility gained through the efforts of campaign staff 

members. 

--
• Based upon average salaries for similar roles in state government. 
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The Campaign Headquarters 

The campaign headquarters is essentially the "hub" of the race. All major 

operations will be conducted within this office. All paid staff members (except field 

representatives) will work out of this office. The headquarters is a center of coordinated 

activities that the campaign manager directs. These varied jobs are carried out by the 

individual directors. The ability to have immediate access and feedback from the 

campaign manager is not a lUxury but a necessity for the directors to excel. 

The headquarters will need to be properly equipped to handle the heavy and 

diverse workload of the campaign. The campaign manager, communications director, 

and finance director will each need to have a computer. Each computer should be 

equipped with word processing and spreadsheet programs. Each of these individuals will 

compile various data, make charts, and draft campaign correspondence. Each of these 

individuals will also need to have their own individual workspace. The office manager 

will also need to have his or her own workspace but this will usually be in a large room 

that can accommodate volunteers and give them ample room to work. 

The campaign headquarters will need to have at least one phone number with 

multiple lines. Clearly, each of the directors, the campaign manager and the office 

manager will need to have phones on their desks to make all necessary calls. The office 

will also need to have at least one copier to duplicate letters, financial records, and other 

campaign communications. A fax machine will also be necessary to send press releases, 

correspondence to state and county Democrat committees, and receive information from 

various sources. 
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Due to the fact that the campaign headquarters will be the center of activity, the 

office will need to be to located in a major city within the district. Ideal locations would 

be either downtown Anderson or Muncie. A substantial portion of the electorate lives 

within a short drive ofthese sites. The emergence of a headquarters also helps to lend 

credibility and legitimacy to the campaign along with helping to build name recognition. 

The campaign will benefit from opening its campaign headquarters early due to the large 

boost in name identification of the candidate. 

There are drawbacks to opening the headquarters early in the campaign, however. 

The cost of leasing downtown office space is very expensive. This expense coupled with 

the price of utilities and purchasing the necessary office equipment to conduct campaign 

business is high. A campaign can open a headquarters early in the campaign, if it budgets 

these expenses and raises the necessary funds to operate such an office. The 1998 

Democratic campaign will plan to open its headquarters in mid May. 

The expected cost of operating a campaign headquarters is as follows: 

Costs of 2nd Congressional District Campaign Headquarters * 

Itemized Office Expenses Lease w/ Electric, Water and Sewage Paid (6 x $2,250) $13,500 

Insurance (6 x $500) 3,000 
Local and Long Distance Phone Services (6 x $200) 1,200 
Computer (3 x $1,500) 4,500 
Phone (8 x $50) 400 
Fax Machine 400 
Copier 1,000 
Stationery (10,000 sheets and envelopes) 600 
Copier/Printer Paper and Other Office Supplies 750 
Business Cards (1,000 cards x 12 staffers) 600 
Return-Addressed Pledge Cards (20,000) 600 
Postage (10,000 First Class Stamps) 3,200 
Pagers (8 w/ Monthly Service Fees) 1,500 
Total Operating Expenses $31,250 

-
• All costs are based upon local average prices for these items or services. 
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Many of these costs can be circumvented, however. For example, close friends of 

the candidate may have a desk phone or a fax machine that he or she is willing to lend to 

the campaign. Other donated items could be computers, office furniture, office supplies, 

or even a copier. In the above office budget, the campaign will save $2,000 if it can get 

one computer, a fax machine, and two phones donated. Obviously, the campaign would 

benefit from asking friends of the candidate to lend such items. 

The Fundraising Strate.gy 

The ability to raise funds will either make or break the campaign. Many resources 

will have to be directed at raising the necessary money to communicate the message and 

produce the desired image of the candidate. While this task may seem quite 

overwhelming, a good foundation of potential donors is on record with the Federal 

Election Commission (FEC), the State Board of Elections, Democratic party central 

committees, and past candidates. Collecting these materials and contacting this initial list 

of contributors should be completed very early in the campaign. 

The 1998 2nd District Democratic Congressional campaign should work before 

the primary election to raise a substantial amount of money. If the candidate can win the 

primary election without using much of this initial money, the campaign can use the 

excess funds to entice people to contribute to the campaign. Politics is much like sports 

in the way that people want to back a good team or a good candidate. Just as winning 

generates support amongst athletic teams, a fair amount of funds raised generates more 

and larger contributions. In essence, it takes money to raise money. 
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Regardless of the campaign's financial situation after the primary election, it 

should focus much of its early energies on getting contributions from past donors. The 

finance director should collect all the past contribution data he or she can and create a 

database with this information. The finance director should then work with the campaign 

manager and the candidate to draft a letter asking these potential contributors for their 

support. The cost ofthe mailing may seem high, but a couple of thousand dollars could 

be accumulated through small donations ($25-$50) from some of the addressees. Placing 

calls to these individuals is also another way to solicit money from these individuals. 

The candidate should also put some money on the table up front. Congressional 

candidates can legally make "loans" or contributions to their campaigns. Candidates 

should also ask their relatives and friends to make some financial donations to the 

campaign. Some candidates may be reluctant to ask for money, but to win, he or she 

must spend a good portion of time asking for financial help. 

The goal of this campaign should not be to raise more money than the opponent. 

The likely opponent will be the incumbent, David McIntosh, in the 1998 election. The 

campaign will not be able to match McIntosh's fundraising abilities. The campaign 

should also not count on any support from political action committees (PACs). PACs are 

very reluctant to contribute to challengers that will be outspent by large margins. 

However, the finance director should contact the PAC directors and ask for their help in, 

not only electing a Democratic congressperson, but defeating David McIntosh. The 

number of positive responses may be low, but the goal is to raise as much money as 

possible through P ACs. 
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The fundraising efforts of this campaign should be placed upon individual 

contributions and some party committees. The finance director needs to work with the 

campaign chair and the events coordinator to find hosts for fundraisers. These hosts 

could have cocktail parties, coffees, or cookouts at their homes or other gathering places. 

The campaign should work to identify all potential donors and send them personal 

invitations to these events. The campaign could easily raise thousands of dollars at such 

an event. 

Campaigns should also employ "friend of friend" letters and the pleas of other 

popular Democratic officials to ask for contributions. For example, the 1998 campaign 

could mail a letter from former Democratic Governor Evan Bayh to ask for help on the 

behalf of the 2nd District Democratic candidate. By personalizing these pleas for 

donations, the campaign becomes credible and perceived as "winnable" by contributors. 

These changes in perception and attitude will help the campaign raise more money. 

The finance director should also work with the communications director to keep 

donors abreast of the campaign's progress. By allowing supporters to actually see what 

their money has accomplished, they may be more inclined to donate more money. The 

update letters could also help recruit volunteers as they see the movement of the 

campaign. 

The finance director should set monthly goals for their fundraising efforts. The 

nature of campaigns dictates that a disproportionately higher amount of money will be 

raised in the last four to six weeks of the race. This will mean that the finance director 

will have to stretch early campaign contributions almost until the end of the campaign. 
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Clearly, the campaign will have to set and meet monthly goals not only to sustain itself, 

but to be prepared for expensive media buys and related costs. 
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1998 2nd Congressional District Democratic Fundraising Timeline 

Month Planned Action Expected Cost Fundraising Goals 
May Compile lists of potential 10,000 stamps x $.32 ($3,200) 1,000 cash responses of $25+ 

donors and send letters + 1 Q QQQ l2i~!;~s Qf mail ($:1QQ) 
asking for contributions. = $3,600 $25,000 

Begin to plan fundraising 
events with community 
leaders. Begin PAC 
solicitation. 

June Hold 5 Fundraising Events 2,500 stamps x $.32 ($800) 1,000 attendees donate $25+ 
throughout the district. + 2,500 pieces of mail ($100) 
IllVite 500 individuals to + mis!; !;Qsts Qhv~nts ($ 1,I QQ) $25,000 
each event. = $2,000 

Continue mail solicitations. Cost of mailing 10,000 letters 1,250 cash responses of $25+ 
Continue PAC solicitation. $3,600 $31,250 

July Hold 8 Fundraisers. Each 4,000 stamps x .$32 ($1,280) 2,000 attendees donate $25+ 
event will invite 500 +4,000 pieces of mail ($160) 
individuals. + mis!; !;Qsts Qf~v~nts ($1.5QQ) $50,000 

= $2,940 

Continue mail solicitation Cost of mailing 10,000 letters 2,000 cash responses of $25+ 
and begin phoning $3,600 
contributors. Continue $50,000 
PAC solicitation. 

August Hold 8 Fundraisers. Each Cost of mailing 4,000 letters and 2,000 attendees donate $25+ 
event will invite 500 misc costs of fundraisers 
individuals. $2,940 $50,000 

Follow mail solicitations Cost of mailing 10,000 letters 2,500 cash responses of $25+ 
with phone calls from staff $3,600 $62,500 
members and friends of the 
candidate. Continue PAC 
solicitation. 

September Hold 10 fundraisers. Cost of mailing 5,000 letters 2,500 attendees donate $25+ 
Again, invite 500 people to $1,800 
each function. Misc. costs of fundraisers 

n.rum 
$3,800 $62,500 

Follow mail solicitations Cost of mailing 10,000 letters 2,500 cash responses of $25+ 
with phone calls from staff $3,600 $62,500 members and friends of the 
candidate. Continue PAC 
solicitation. 

October - Hold 10 fundraisers. Cost of mailing 5,000 letters and 2,500 attendees donate $25+ 
November Again, invite 500 people to misc. costs of fundraisers 

$62,500 each function. $3,800 

Follow mail solicitations Cost of mailing 10,000 letters 2,500 cash responses of $25+ 
with phone calls from staff $3,600 $62,500 
members and friends of the 
candidate. Continue PAC 
solicitation. 

TOTAL -($30,540) $543,750 
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The candidate is the most effective fundraiser that the campaign could ever 

employ. He or she should be the key solicitor in all fundraising endeavors. The 

candidate has to spend an enormous amount oftime raising money, probably much more 

time than he or she wants to spend. If the candidate can overcome these inhibitions, he 

can make the fundraising goal a reality. The candidate can effectively communicate his 

or her message, if and only if, he or she raises enough money to do so. The candidate has 

to place raising money above "winning over" voters to win election. 

Why is the Candidate Running? 

The campaign has to be able to set its candidate apart from the opponent. In 

essence, voters need reasons to vote against David McIntosh coupled with reasons to 

elect a Democratic congressperson. The campaign must identify issues in which 

McIntosh's stance is unfavorable and the positions of its candidate are overwhelmingly 

supported. A large portion of the electorate or the target vote (Independent and Moderate 

voters in the 2nd District) should be compelled to vote for a Democratic candidate on 

these issues. 

The campaign will build a theme around these issues. There are four types of 

statements that the campaign will develop: the campaign theme, strategic statement, 

bullet issues, and slogans. These statements will be the underlying basis for the 

campaign. The candidate will be out front repeating the theme during the entire race. 

The theme will be evident in his speeches, in his campaign literature, in his campaign 
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advertisements, and in his policy initiatives. This statement will describe the type of 

leadership that the Democratic candidate will give the 2nd District. 

Many questions have been raised about the type of leadership and representation 

that David McIntosh has given the people of the 2nd District. McIntosh is viewed by 

many in the electorate as being a friend to "big business" at the expense of workers, the 

environment, and the general public. These perceptions have led many to believe that 

McIntosh has put the interests of "Corporate America" over those of the people of East 

Central Indiana. With these perceptions in mind, the Democratic candidate's campaign 

theme should focus on "Hoosier values and Hoosier representation." The theme or 

mission statement could be the following: 

"The people of East Central Indiana deserve the type of representation 

in Congress that embodies the Hoosier values of decency, fairness, 

hard work, and compassion. The people of the 2nd District need a 

congressman that will fight for their interests -- not the interests of 

corporations and the wealthy elite." 

The campaign theme is built around the issues which have been identified as very 

important and very "winnable" amongst the electoral target. The theme is easy to 

communicate and can be addressed through various policy proposals that the candidate 

may have. The identification of these issues and this group of voters will lead the to 

creation of a strategic statement by the campaign. Clearly, in the context of this race, the 

campaign needs to win large shares of moderate and Independent voters while sweeping 

the Democratic base. In the 2nd District, these two groups are comprised of very large 
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proportions of working and middle class families. Thus the strategic statement to be used 

within the campaign organization would be: 

"The campaign will focus its attention on winning the votes 

of working and middle class voters. These voters will be 

persuaded by attacking on the issues of crime, education, and 

a 'fairly' balanced budget." 

The identification of these issues must be done scientifically and precisely. A 

candidate would be foolish to make increasing gun control or supporting a woman's right 

to choose the centerpiece of his or her campaign in Indiana's 2nd Congressional District. 

The parameters of the debate will be dictated by the political climate of the district. A 

reputable pollster should be hired to conduct this research. 

The cost of "lay of the land" or benchmark surveys is very expensive. Of all the 

places to cut campaign costs this is not one of them. The findings of this initial survey 

will serve as an issue guide for the campaign. These surveys must be conducted early in 

the campaign so strategy can be devised. Cooper & Secrest Associates conducted a 

similar survey for the Carmichael for Congress Campaign in 1996. The poll cost the 

campaign around $30,000 according to Campaign Manager Warren Mathies. 

U sing the 1996 survey, these are the issues on which the 1998 Democratic 

candidate should run: 
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"Volunteered Most Important Issues or Problems that Respondents would like to 

see their Congressman and Federal Government do something about,,14 

The Issue % of Electorate Sub-Groups Favoring Do Republicans go too 
Favoring and % far? 

Lower taxes/tax reform 19% 
Balance the Budget 18% • 25% of Southern • 51% of voters think so 

voters • 50% oflnge12endents 
agree 

• 56% of Seniors agree 
Crime/violence 17% • 25% of Moderates 

• 22% of Independent 
Women Voters 

• 18% Delaware and 
Henry County 

Improve Education 15% • 20% Ing!;lp!;lod!;lDls 
• 17% Madison Cru!!m: 
• 16% D!;llawar!;l and 

H!;lDl)! CQunt! 
Welfare reform 14% • 21 % of Rural NQrth 
Economy/job security 12% • 18% of Independent 

Men 
Protect SSIlMedicare 10% 

Given the priorities of the respondents, it may appear difficult for a Democratic 

candidate to \\1n ¥.ithin the parameters of this debate. However, many concerns that 

Republicans will go too far to balance the budget boost the chances of a moderate 

Democrat winning this debate. These concerns coupled ¥.ith questions of McIntosh's 

focus of representation can lead to the development of many bullet issues. 

These bullet issues will stay within the limited issues of the debate but emphasize 

the campaign's theme. These issues could focus on McIntosh's campaign contributions 

coming largely from corporate P ACs and affluent persons who live outside the district. 

The candidate could attack on these issues and McIntosh's "big business" record and end 

- 14 Cooper & Secrest 43-52. 
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his statements with: "It's time for the 2nd District to have a congressman who truly 

represents the 2nd District." 

The three main issues that will dictate the course of this race will be: balancing 

the budget but without alienating certain programs, combating crime and violence, and 

working to improve the quality of education and the number of educational opportunities. 

These issues are amongst the top priorities of voters and especially large numbers of 

Independents and Moderates. The campaign must win 60% of the Independent vote. 

Pushing these three issues will greatly increase the chances of winning this pivotal 

portion of the electorate. 

The candidate must make his stances seem like a better alternative than those of 

David McIntosh. McIntosh has a record that the campaign can attack because of his lack 

of action or extreme action on these issues. Democrats can point to McIntosh's votes 

aimed at cutting Medicare, and student loans. Democrats can also point at McIntosh 

voting against the 1995 Crime Bill which provided funding for more police officers and 

Community Oriented Policing programs in many cities in East Central Indiana. While a 

Democratic candidate can point the finger at McIntosh, he or she must have innovative 

and fresh ideas. These proposals must balance the budget while fighting crime, 

improving education, and keeping Social Security and Medicare from being bankrupt. 
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The campaign theme must be built around these issues and the candidate. The 

entire campaign staff must be involved in making this statement to resonate with voters 

of the 2nd District. Possible mottoes include: 

" _____ , for a leaner government, not a meaner government." 

" _____ , he will work for ALL of us!" 

The possible slogans are short, simple, and contain the candidate's name. Voters will be 

able to identify the candidate with the short statement. The boundaries of the debate will 

also be able to be recognized within the statements. Each ofthe prospective themes 

infers that some voters and some groups are being treated unequally to the benefit of 

others in society. These themes also show that the Democratic candidate wants 

government to work with people not against them. 

The issues outlined in this work are subject to change according to public 

perception. Regardless of predicted voter perceptions and priorities, the 1998 Democratic 

campaign must hire a very reputable survey consultant to find the "mood of the 

electorate" as well as identify areas of initial support. The campaign should be prepared 

to pay around $30,000 to $40,000 for this benchmark poll. 

Building Name Recognition: Getting Our Name Out 

The visibility campaign is concerned with getting voters of the 2nd District to 

identify the Democratic candidate. The visibility campaign should not be confused with 

the media campaign which is concerned with exposing and winning the issues. While 
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these two parts of the campaign should not be confused with each other, they must work 

together to build name recognition and favorability. 

The visibility campaign involves the purchase and placement of yard signs, 

bumper stickers, and buttons. Many times, billboards are also employed in this part of 

the race but, given the mostly rural environment of the district, they may not be as 

effective as other visibility items. 

The visibility chair should work with the communications director to have 

visibility items ready for distribution around early to mid September. As Election Day 

nears, more and more people will call wanting yard signs, bumper stickers, and buttons. 

To be prepared for this onslaught, the campaign should be prepared to order about 10,000 

signs for the entire district at a cost of $1 apiece. The visibility chair should work with 

field representatives and Democratic county committees to find people willing to place a 

sign in their yards. Ideally, the signs will be put on streets with busy intersections and the 

right-of-ways of major thoroughfares. As trivial as yard signs may seem, they create 

name recognition and show the efforts of a serious candidate and campaign. Contributors 

and volunteers also like to have bumper stickers or buttons as a means of showing their 

support. 

Another means of building name recognition is planned precinct walks. These 

walks can be coordinated with other Democratic campaigns and be completed much more 

efficiently by doing so. The campaign should also plan to start conducting these walks 

around the beginning of September. During these early walks, volunteers will go door to 
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door in predominately Democratic areas and work to register voters and recruit more 

volunteers. 

The campaign may have a willingness to walk every precinct in the district. 

Precinct walks would be more beneficial if areas of lukewarm to high support were 

targeted. The campaign can immobilize and win these voters much easier than 

Republican voters. Brochures or door hangers need to be dropped at every household as 

the precincts are walked. While many of the people in these areas may identify 

themselves as Democrats, many of these voters need to know who their candidate is. The 

campaign needs to build name recognition and support amongst its base constituency. 

The campaign should budget $20,000 to have brochures designed and printed. 

The campaign will need to have some of these printed early. These brochures and similar 

material should have the candidate's name and the campaign's slogan on them. The 

campaign should hand out this material at county fairs, community festivals, and parades. 

V oters have to keep seeing and hearing the campaign's message repeatedly before they 

can identify the candidate. Like the campaign's theme, these materials should be clear, 

concise, and easy to read. 

Another way to get the candidate's name out to the voters is through written 

communication. The communications director should work with well-known supporters 

to draft letters to the editor. These letters should highlight the candidate's strengths and 

why the author is supporting his or her campaign. These letters often generate interest 

amongst readers and may provoke some to call campaign headquarters. These letters 

may be scorned at by some but they do generate name identification amongst voters. 
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Prominent supporters could write "friend of friend" letters explaining why citizens should 

back the candidate. These letters introduce the electorate to the candidate through a 

credible and identifiable source. The cost of sending a large mailing should force the 

campaign to narrow the targeted audience. The mailing should only be directed at those 

voters who are most likely to vote for the Democratic candidate. 

The communications director and campaign chair should work with other staff 

members to create events for the candidate. Such events could be as elaborate as 

fundraisers or as simple as voter registration drives at local stores. These events have two 

primary functions. The first function is to build name recognition and identification. The 

other function is to recruit volunteers and financial contributors. A detailed schedule will 

have to be kept to get the candidate and staff where they need to be. 

The campaign chair should speak to local civic and special interest organizations 

and ask if the candidate can attend one or more of its meetings. After going to initial 

meetings, the candidate may be able to speak at a forum hosted by the organization. The 

candidate can speak to particular concerns of the group. A Democratic candidate would 

benefit by speaking to local unions and service clubs. The members of these 

organizations will spread the candidate's name by talking to friends and colleagues about 

the meeting. The campaign will gain exposure and legitimacy by staging such events. 

The campaign has to use visibility tactics to build name recognition amongst the 

collective electorate. Other tools are utilized to build name recognition and support 

amongst core constituencies and other highly likely groups in the electorate to back the 
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candidate. Regardless of the methods to be employed, the campaign must have a detailed 

strategy in place to get the candidate known. 

A prospective plan for the 1998 2nd Congressional District Democratic campaign 

is as follows: 

* Timeline to Build Name Recognition Throughout the 2nd Congressional District 

Tactic Duration of Tactic Costs 
Staged Events throughout 2nd • The campaign can schedule • Costs are very minimal for 
District these events from the these events. 

beginning until the end of the • Most of these costs will 
race. occur when fundraisers are 

• The candidate should try to held. 
attend as many civic and Other costs will be included 
special interest group with the price of printing 
meetings as possible. brochures for precinct walks. 

• Give "support cards" to those 
in attendance. 

Placement of visibility items • September 1 st to Election • Yard signs ($10,000), 
Day bumper stickers and buttons 

($1,500) 
• TOTAL: $11,500 

Letter Writing Campaigns • Letters to the editor should • Approximately 25,000 letters 
run the entire length of the can be sent over this period 
campaign. for $10,000. 

• "Friend of Friend" letters 
should run from August to 
Election Day. 

Voter Registration Drives • Should run from late August • Can be done for free by just 
until 30 days before the sending volunteers door-to-
election. door in Democratic precincts 

• Candidate should walk in and setting up tables at 
some of these precincts and stores. 
work a table at some of these 
stores. 

• Give "support cards" to all 
newly registered voters. 

Precinct Walks • Should be coordinated with • Materials for these walks will 
other Democratic candidates cost $20,000. 
and Democrat county • Costs of graphics designs for 
committees. campaign brochures, yard 

• Should be conducted during signs, bumper sticker, and 
last 4 to 6 weeks of buttons will be $25,000. 
campaign. 

• All printing and design costs are based upon estimates quoted by John Edson of PIP Printing Company, 
Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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While this timeline may seem to be very vague, most events cannot be planned to be date 

specific one and one half year before the election. These plans will become more specific 

and more detailed as the campaign develops. 

The Media Campaign: Promoting a Positive Image to the Voters 

The media campaign is the most expensive, most technical, and most heavily 

criticized part of modem politics. Most voters think of the media campaign as an 

onslaught of attacks and rebuttals between two mudslinging candidates. Actually, the 

electronic campaign involves all forms of media. 

One form, earned media, is the most credible source for communicating the 

campaign's message. This type of press is not free but earned because of the extensive 

amount of work it takes to get this kind of coverage. The communications director has to 

work vehemently to gain this exposure for the campaign. Constant press releases, subtle 

press leaks, and press conferences are the methods for gaining this attention. The only 

way that a candidate can garner this type attention is by having information that is truly 

newsworthy. 

The communications director must know the "ins and outs" of dealing with the 

press. The type of announcements that require press conferences is much different from 

those that should be strictly delivered in a press release. The entire campaign staff must 

be dedicated to gaining positive media coverage. The candidate can use public forums 

and the like to announce new ideas and plans based upon the issues of the campaign. 
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Within the parameters set forth for the 1998 campaign, the Democratic candidate 

can announce plans to push for a college-tuition tax credit for families that make less than 

$70,000 at a press conference. This type of announcement would be made with a group 

of students (traditional and non-traditional) surrounding the candidate at a nearby 

university or vocational school. 

Regardless of the information, the campaign should saturate the media with press 

releases and have a detailed plan of action. Timing is critical in dealing with the media 

and making announcements. The campaign should strive to be out in front of an issue 

while leaving the opponent behind. A very opportune time to hold a press conference 

concerning the higher education tax credit would be when classes resume in the fall and 

many students and their families struggle through the financial aid process. 

This part of the campaign must be coordinated with paid media efforts. This form 

of media -- paid television, radio advertisements and direct mail -- is produced strictly by 

the campaign. The campaign has complete control over the message and image it 

portrays. Often, the paid media campaign is not based on just one message or one ad. 

Instead, the paid media campaign is a calculated and precise series of ads designed to 

make the candidate appear as a superior alternative to the opponent. These campaigns 

consist of four types of self-explanatory ads: introduction, issue, attack, and refute ads. 

A campaign does not have the necessary resources and skills to produce this 

media. A professional media consultant should be hired by the campaign to produce 

these commercials. Media consultants often want a retainer in excess of $30,000 to do 

work for the campaign. These contracted professionals also are responsible for 
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conducting media buys after filming advertisements. Media consultants can usually buy 

broadcast air time at a cheaper rate than other buyers. Campaigns usually agree to allow 

the consultant to keep the savings as an additional form of pay. 

The paid media campaign will be the most expensive part of the race. Prime time 

air buys cost about $3,000 for a 30 second spot on each of the major network affiliates in 

the Indianapolis ADI (Area of Dominant Influence). Approximately 85% of the 2nd 

District voters live within the Indianapolis ADI, another 12% live in the Richmond media 

market. 15 One week oflocal cable ads costs about $2,000. Similarly, a 30 second radio 

ad costs about $100. Direct mailings can cost anywhere from $20,000 to $50,000 

depending upon the number of mailings and the number of recipients. While this form of 

media may give the campaign the most control over its projected image and message, the 

use of these tactics is definitely not cheap. 

The costs do not stop at hiring media consultants and buying air time, however. 

Campaigns have to commission a professional pollster to conduct field analysis to 

measure the effectiveness of paid media. The costs of a survey consultant can be very 

expensive as is previously noted. However, a less reputable but very reliable and 

accurate research firm can be contracted to do tracking polls and field analysis for as low 

as one-tenth of the price of better-known pollsters. Despite the fact that some costs can 

be trimmed, an effective paid media campaign will require at least $200,000. 

The ability to control the message through paid media is very great. This 

particular campaign, however, will have to abandon radio and direct mail in an effort to 

15 Cooper & Secrest Appendix #1. 
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maximize the efficiency of its budget. While radio air time can be purchased at only 

three percent of the cost of television commercial spots, the diverse demography of radio 

listeners is much more difficult to control than that of television viewers. A large amount 

of money would have to be budgeted to buy enough radio time to get out the message in 

the district, especially given the large number of radio stations that broadcast into the 

area. 

Direct mail costs can be very expensive. The ability to target only certain parts of 

the electorate is higher with direct mail than any other form of paid media. However, 

direct mail has to be sent to the same voter repeatedly for the campaign's message to 

affect the voter. The printing and mailing costs of only a few thousand pieces can be as 

high as $20,000 after the direct mail consultant is paid. The interests of the 1998 

Democratic campaign would be best served by using only television advertisement for its 

paid media campaign. 

Television offers the most flexibility and best opportunity for a large share of the 

electorate to be reached by the campaign. If the opponent attacks the candidate, a spot 

can be produced immediately and ran the next day to refute those claims. As noted 

earlier, a large portion of the 2nd District electorate depends upon the Indianapolis media 

market for its news. There are only three major affiliates broadcasting to these voters. 

Clearly, only one of these three stations can serve as a source of news for voters. Without 

regards to the form of media employed, every paid media campaign must be intricately 

planned and tracked. 
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The paid media campaign should be a concerted effort created by the media 

consultant, monitored by the campaign staff, and measured by the contracted consultant. 

In fact, a highly detailed PERT (Performance Evaluation Review Technique) chart should 

be crafted by the communications director and campaign manager to coordinate the paid 

media campaign. The PERT chart should detail the date which the ad is produced; the 

days, times, and stations on which it airs; and the number of days it is to air. The chart 

should also show when the pollster should begin field analysis to measure the effect on 

the electorate. 

The budget and PERT charts for the 1998 Democratic Congressional campaign 

are as follows: 

1998 Budget for the 2nd District Paid Media Campaign 

Item Purchased Duration of Purchase Costs of Purchase 
Media Consultant October 1 to Election Day $40,000 
75 Indianapolis TV Buys October 5 to November 2 $225,000 
Richmond Cable Buys October 5 to November 2 $10,000 
Polling Consultant October 10 to October 31 $5,000 
TOTALS: $270,000 

1998 2nd Congressional District Democratic Campaign 

Paid Media PERT Charts by Week 

Week One (September 28-0ctober 4) 

Mon 9/28 I Tues 9/29 I Wed 9/30 Thurs 10/1 Fri 10/21 Sat 10/3 Sun 1014 
Activity Interview Media Consultants Hire Produce Candidate Intro 

Consultant Spot and buy air time 

-
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- Week Two (October 5-0ctober 11) 

Activity 

ABC-6 

CBS-8 

NBC-13 

Richmond 
Campaign 

Mon 10/5 Tues 10/6 Wed 10/7 Thurs 10/8 Fri 10/9 

Intro Spot 
@5pm 

Intro Spot 
@6pm 

Intro Spot 
@lIpm 

Intro @ 
6pm 
Intro @ 
6pm 

Intro@ 
Ilpm 

Intro @ 
Ilpm 

Intro @ Intro @ 
11 pm Ilpm 

Intro Spot runs continuously throughout the week. 

Sat 
10/10 

Interview and Hire Pollster (Teleresearch \- Pollster conducts field analysis of I 
of Indianapolis) Intro Spot 

Sun 10/11 

I- Production of Issue Spot and Media 
Buys for Week Three 

Week Three (October 12-0ctober 18) 

Activity Mon Tues 10/13 Wed Thur 10115 Fri 10/16 Sat 
-' Sun 

10118 
10/12 10/14 10/17 

ABC-6 Issue Spot Issue Spot Intro @ Issue@ Issue@5pm 
@5pm @6pm 11 pm 6pm 

CBS-8 Intro Spot Issue Spot Issue@ Issue@ Issue@5pm 
@6pm @ Ilpm 5pm 6pm 

NBC-13 Issue Spot Intro Spot Issue Spot Issue@ Issue@5pm 
@ Ilpm @5pm @6pm 6pm 

Richmond Issue and Intro Spot run continuously throughout the week. 
Campaign I- Pollster conducts field I 

analysis of Intro Spot 
I - Produce Spot 3 and buy media time 

Week Four (October 19-0ctober 25) 

Activity Mon Tues 10120 Wed Thur 10/22 Fri 10/23 Sat Sun 10125 
10/19 10121 10/24 

ABC-6 Spot 3 @ Spot 3 @ Issue Spot Spot 3 @ Spot 3 @ Intro Spot Spot 3 @ 
6pm Ilpm @5pm Ilpm 5pm @ Ilpm Ilpm 

CBS-8 Issue Spot Spot 3 @ Spot 3 @ Spot 3 @ Spot 3 @ Spot 3 @ Issue Spot 
@llpm 5pm 6pm 6pm Ilpm 11 pm @llpm 

NBC-13 Spot 3 @ Issue Spot Spot 3 @ Spot 3 @ Spot 3 @ Spot 3 @ Intro Spot @ 
5pm @llpm 5pm 6pm Ilpm Ilpm Ilpm 

Richmond Issue Spot and Spot 3 run continuously throughout the week. 
Campaign .1 - Field analysis of Spot 3 and I 

track support 

• Be prepared to produce Refute Spot and 1- Produce Issue Spot 2 and buy media time for 
Attack Spot Week 5 
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-- Week Five (October 26-November 2) 

Activity Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun Mon 
10/26 10/27 10128 10/29 10/30 10/31 1111 1112 

ABC-6 Issue Issue Spot 3 Spot 3 @ Intro@ Spot 3 @ Issue Issue Spot 
Spot 2 Spot@ @llpm 5pm 5pm, lIpm Spot 2 @ @6pm, 
@5pm 6pm Issue Spot Ilpm Spot 3 @ 

@6pm Ilpm 
CBS-8 Issue Spot 3 @ Issue Spot 3 @ Intro @ Issue Spot 3 @ Issue 

Spot 2 5pm Spot@ Ilpm 6pm, Spot 2 @ Ilpm Spot 2 @ 
@ 6pm Spot 3 @ Ilpm 6pm, 
Ilpm Ilpm Spot 3 @ 

Ilpm 
NBC-13 Spot 3 Issue Spot 3 Spot 3 @ Issue Spot Issue Spot 3 @ Issue Spot 

@6pm Spot 2@ @5pm Ilpm @6pm, Spot 2@ Ilpm @6pm, 
Ilpm Spot 3 @ Ilpm Spot 3 @ 

lIpm Ilpm 
Richmond Both Issue Spots and Spot 3 are shown randomly throughout the week. 
Campaign • Use all excess money to purchase more air time. 

• Conduct tracking polls and field analysis nightly, adjust spot schedules accordingly. 

• Film attack and be prepared to substitute it for other spots. 

The media campaign for the Democratic candidate should be focused on building 

credibility for the candidate and winning on the issues. The campaign would not be wise 

to run attack ads unless it builds enough name recognition and positive support. Attack 

ads are relatively ineffective if the campaign airing the ad has little or no credibility. 

However, this campaign should be prepared to run an attack ad towards the end of the 

campaign when credibility and name recognition should be at its highest. 

The goals of the media campaign should not be to attack the opponent but to call 

voters to action. Voters should be motivated and persuaded to vote for the Democratic 

candidate after seeing that he or she is the better alternative (at least, as portrayed by his 

or her media campaign). An effective media campaign coordinated with a strong "Get 

Out the Vote" program (GOTV) will bring about the desired results. 
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GOTV Programs: Getting Voters to the Polls 

The campaign is nearing its end as a frenzy of activities occurs within the 

campaign headquarters and the county Democrat committee offices. Media campaigns, 

staged events, letter campaigns, the visibility campaign, and fundraisers are all going full 

force. The voters have learned or are learning about the candidates and the issues. The 

race may seem like a conclusion but whoever gets their voters to the polls will win. 

The campaign has to work to make sure that its supporters, do indeed, vote. A 

detailed plan to coordinate GOTV programs must be constructed by the campaign. 

Failing to do so could mean losing the election. The campaign would be best served by 

coordinating its programs with those of other candidates in the district. 

Immobilizing voters is never an easy task. Precinct walks and phone banks must 

be carried out in just a few weeks or days to be most effective. In fact, phoning voters 

during polling hours on Election Day is a common practice. Voters often need to be 

spurred to action and reminded of their civic duty. 

In the 2nd District, phone banks and precinct walks are the only ways to conduct 

GOTV programs. Phone banks should first focus on those who have voted in Democratic 

in recent primary elections and then on those who have no party affiliation according to 

primary election records. Voter turnout is a key to winning this race. Failing to turnout 

even "lukewarm" supporters will equal defeat. Much like phone banks, precinct walks 

should first be carried out in traditionally Democratic precincts. After completing these 

walks, the focus should then shift to competitive precincts. GOTV programs are very 

time sensitive. These programs cannot be started until at least four weeks before the 
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- election. Obviously, phoning voters in August will not be as effective as phoning them in 

late October. 

In the 1998 2nd District race, the Democratic campaign will rely heavily upon the 

field representatives and volunteers to execute GOTV programs. Field representatives 

will be able to coordinate precinct walks with those of individual candidates and county 

committees. The volunteers of these groups can work collectively to drop off campaign 

leaflets at every home of every precinct in the county. The massive workload will be 

completed much more quickly and efficiently by these collective campaigns than by just 

one campaign trying to canvass the entire county. 

Phone banking on the other hand can be quite complicated to conduct in a 

coordinated manner. Phone banking is better done by individual campaigns or by outside 

telemarketing firms than through a coordinated effort. The only way that coordinated 

phone banking is effective is by calling on the behalf of a very popular candidate and 

riding his or her coattails to immobilize voters. 

In the 1998 2nd Congressional District campaign, the Democratic candidate 

should not attempt to coordinate his or her phone banks with those of other candidates. 

Instead, the campaign should hire a professional telemarketing firm to conduct the 

phoning. By hiring a professional firm for as little as $5,000, the campaign can invest all 

of its energies in conducting precinct walks and having poll workers for Election Day. 

The campaign must not rest until the election has finally concluded. 
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.- The Final AnalYsis 

The chances of electing a Democratic congressperson to represent Indiana's 2nd 

Congressional District in 1998 are much higher than many believe. The district is 

competitive and can be won by a Democrat if he or she wins 60% of all Independent 

voters. Clearly, this is an uphill battle. However, if sufficient funds are raised and certain 

issues publicized a Democrat will win. The priority issues of voters are winnable 

amongst Democratic candidates for Congress. The research generated shows that the 

groups who are compelled by these issues are amongst the voters that Democrats need to 

WIll. 

The perceived budget to win only 50.9% of the vote is very high. While many 

may object to raising $500,000, in short, a candidate cannot govern without winning. 

The talents of a good campaign staff and the fruits of a good campaign are not 

inexpensive. 

1998 2nd Congressional District Democratic Campaign Budget 

Total Costs of Office $31,250 
Total Payroll of Campaign Staff $50,100 
Retainer for Media Consultant $40,000 
Benchmark Poll $30,000 
Field Analysis and Tracking Polls $5,000 
Visibility Items $11,500 
Campaign Brochures $20,000 
Mailing Costs of Support Letters $10,000 
Fundraising Costs $30,540 
Richmond Cable Buys $10,000 
WRTV-6 (ABC) Media Buys $75,000 
WISH-8 (CBS) Media Buys $75,000 
WTHR-13 (NBC) Media Buys $75,000 
Teleresearch GOTV Phone Banks $5,000 
Graphic Design Artist $20,000 
TOTAL $488,390 
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In order to win, the candidate cannot be afraid to let most his or her campaign's decisions 

come from staff members. The dynamics of campaigning do not allow a candidate to be 

a successful campaign manager and politician at the same time. The candidate must put 

the reigns in the hands of numerous "hired guns" in order to win. 

While this campaign is constructed in chronological order, campaigns are usually 

planned from Election Day backward. Campaigns will change direction due to the 

absence or abundance of resources: time, people, money, talent. Campaigns will also 

change due to the effectiveness or ineffectiveness of the message. A campaign may have 

to wait to use its resources towards the end of the race due to not raising as much money 

or volunteer interest as planned. A campaign will also have to change its tactics and is 

priorities if tracking polls show that the overall effect of the message is lower or higher 

than was originally planned. 

Clearly, the plans of this campaign will change as its anticipated resources and its 

relative effectiveness change. Regardless of the campaign, a Democrat can win ifhe or 

she is willing to spend enormous amounts of time raising money and traveling the 

district. The campaign needs to start now. The candidate needs to start recruiting 

volunteers and financial supporters now. The candidate needs to start building name 

recognition and gaining public exposure now. The candidate must become serious about 

running the race now. Some may think that this is ludicrous because the election is more 

than a year and a half away. For a candidate to compete he or she needs to start building 
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his or her campaign immediately because neither time nor David McIntosh are standing 

still. 
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